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The committee welcome the following members, 
who have joined the Club since our last issue was 
dispatched, and wish them an enjoyable 
membership:  Bruce Sanderson (apologies for 
omitting in the last issues), Les Blacker, Peter 
Almond, Lionel Swift, Luca Scribani-Rossi, Steve 
Sayers, Graham Jolly, John Clarke 
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President’s Report 
Our annual Vintage Cup Down-Under side-by-side 
championship has just been shot for the second 
year., and what a memorable day it was.  On the 
statistics side, 60 competitors (12 squads) battled it 
out on a 25 target five stand sporting layout, suitably 
modified to compliment the more open choked game 
guns.  As is the policy of the event, individual scores 
are not published, and handicaps (some liberal) are 
allocated by the tournament director to those who 
(freely ?) recognise that they require one.  Such is 
the spirit of the occasion.   
 
This year the main prize winners were 

• Overall : Heath Morris.  Congratulations, 
Heath, for winning the perpetual trophy 
sash, and that highly desirable book donated 
by Beretta Australia. 

• 1st Hammer : Vic Lane 
• 2nd Hammer : Greg Menzies 
• 3rd Hammer : Mike Gibbs 
• 1st B/Powder : Richard Collier 
• 2nd B/Powder : Stan Wade 
• 3rd B/Powder : Trevor Williams 
• 1st Ladies : Allison Kelly 
• 2nd Ladies : Shirley  
• 3rd Ladies : Heather Forrest 
• Encouragement Awards to Hugh Farquhar, 

Evan Mickle, Jean Baulch, and Molly 
Brenton.  (These place getters were all 
juniors and to rub it in, shot better than their 
proud fathers!!!) 

• Best Gun : Tony Moodie 
• Burkie Award : Graeme Forbes 
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All other minor place placegetters ( that is, the 
remaining 46 entrants), were awarded with a bottle 
of champagne for their gallant efforts.  Hearty 
congratulations to all winners. 
The monster Christmas hamper raffle was won by 
Richard Collier.  
As is becoming “the norm” with our shoots, we 
again were privileged to sight the desirable, rare and 
unusual.  The self-cocking hammer gun retailed by 
Rosier drew a lot of interest, as did the Graham of 
Inverness under-lever hammer game gun, allegedly 
used to collect bird specimens for the Brisbane 
Museum around the turn of 1900.  There was also a 
composite pair of Henry Atkin SLE (circa 1910) in 
their double oak-and-leather case, an early Lewis 
SL, and a cased Bland BLNE 3” wild-fowling gun 
“The Brent” (circa 1955). 
Our sincere thanks are extended to the Frankston 
Australian Clay Target Club for the use of the 
grounds, and to Bruce Sanderson and Barry Webley 
(both highly regarded Vintagers), who generously 
donated their time to attend to the target layout set-
up, and run the computerised trap selector, attend to 
trap refills, and associated trap (isolated) problems.  
Also a sincere vote of thanks to Max Lee for taking 
the many photographs of the event. 
We would also like to thank our many sponsors.  
Without their generous level of support, we would 
never be able to be in a position provide such a high 
quality and varied range of prizes.  This year they 
were (in random order), Raytrade Distributors (Gary 
Raymond), Winchester Australia, Forbes Wholesale 
(Graeme Forbes), Holland and Holland, Beretta 
Australia (Luca Scribani-Rossi and Brett Dunston), 
ANZ Arms Co (David McDermott)., Boronia 
Firearms (Patrick Mort), Vic Lane, PLS Firearms 
(Phil Spry), Mialls Gunshop (John and Barbara 
Mialls), Ian Head, “Anomyous”, and Phil Taylor.   
In closing this column and on behalf of the 
Committee, we would like to extend to you the 
compliments of the Season, and a prosperous and 
happy New Year.  At this stage we envisage holding 
our first shoot for the New Year in February. 
 
Hammers Back! 
 
 

Essential Reading 
I was recently privileged to be loaned the rare first 
edition copy (circa 1881) of “The Gun and its 

Development” by W. W. Greener.  Fascinating and 
informative reading for any Vintager.   
The first item to catch my eye was the advertisement 
and detailed description of the W.W. Greener Self-
Acting Hammerless Gun., which Greener claims 
“…its numerous advantages cannot fail to be 
appreciated by all Sportsmen…”.  I had never heard 
of the description “self-acting” being applied to a 
shotgun, but reading on, it became quite clear.  
Greener points out “…It ejects the fired cases 
perfectly.  If the case is not fired, upon the gun being 
opened they are simply extracted as in ordinary 
guns…”   
Greener also includes a comprehensive chapter  
titled Foreign Shooting Notes, and qualifies these by 
stating that most of them had been compiled as late 
as 1880.  Victoria receives a modest mention.  Some 
of the comments that caught my attention were : 

• Greener suggests that the recommended 
outfit for Kangaroo is a small bore rifle of 
.360 or .400 calibre. 

• Very good hare and rabbit shooting always 
available within ten to fifty miles of 
Melbourne.   

• Fair snipe shooting is to be had near 
Cranbourne, two hours drive (by coach) 
from Melbourne. 

• Quail are frequently found at Werribee. 
Greener also includes a short chapter titled “How to 
Choose Or Order A Gun”.  This is to be found on 
page 430.  Aspects covered are safety, simplicity of 
the mechanism, strength of the action and barrels, 
handiness in loading, fit, balance, and the weight of 
the gun.  Greener also includes an order form as an 
appendix in the book.  As greener puts it “.…for the 
convenience of gentlemen residing in foreign lands 
or country districts….” 
Agencies for Greener are recorded as Harrold 
Brothers in Adelaide, J. W. Rosier in Melbourne, 
and F. Lassetter & Co. in Sydney. 
The most expensive hammerless Greener (without 
case) is advertised at 40 guineas, and the cheapest at 
22 guineas (without case)  A best quality leather 
case complete with accessories could be had for 6 
guineas. 
Beg or borrow a copy of the first edition.  You will 
not be disappointed! 
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Believe it or Not 
Black gunpowder (of good quality) played a part in 
the proof of alcoholic drinks in days gone by. 
A distilled liquor was originally defined as proof in 
spirit, if, when poured over gunpowder and lit, it 
would burn and finally ignite the powder.  If the 
alcoholic content was less than 49.3% (by weight - 
not volume), the powder would not ignite.  A liquor 
that burned was proved or proof 49.3% alcohol, 
50.7% water, and referred to as 100% proof,  Pure 
alcohol was 200% proof; 25% alcohol was 50% 
proof, and so on. 
These days the degree of proof for excise purposes is 
measured by sophisticated hydrometers, and not by 
black powder! 
 
 

Why the English language can be 
difficult to learn…….. 

• The bandage was wound around the wound. 
• The farm was used to produce produce. 
• The dump was so full that it had to refuse 

more refuse. 
• I had to subject the subject to a series of 

tests. 
• The soldier decided to desert his desert in 

the desert. 
• Since there is no time like the present, he 

thought it was time to present the present. 
• The insurance was invalid for the invalid. 
• After a number of injections my jaw got 

number. 
 
 

A Day at Holland & Holland 
By Judith Kent 
 
What a memorable experience it was to spend some 
time with H&H, whether you are a collector, sports-
person, or simply someone with fine tastes!  For 
those of you who have not had the pleasure of 
visiting H&H, I have decided to share with you 
something of what one can expect, and yes, for want 
of a better word, it is magic! 
On Thursday 3 October 2002 at approximately 
8:30am I set out from Battersy, where I was staying.  

Battersy is to the south and over the Thames from 
central London.  A quick bus trip to a very busy 
Victoria Station,; a train to Greens Park Station;, a 
pleasant walk to Berkley Square and along Bruton 
Street to Holland & Holland (H&H) at. 31-33 
Bruton Street.   
After what seemed a long period of excitement and 
anticipation, I arrived there, where I was greeted by 
a female assistant in the clothing shop of H&H 
which was beautifully set up (much different to 
when I was in the shop in 1993) and I am told all 
H&H shops (including US and Paris) are set out and 
dressed exactly the same.  
I was then taken  through to the beautiful Gun Room 
which is decorated with highly polished panels and 
shelves where guns are on display in their glass 
fronted cabinets at the rear of the building and more 
merchandise towards the front of the Gun Room.  
Everyone was so friendly and welcoming.  
My meeting with Russell Wilkin was scheduled at 
about 9:30am.   By the way, I was with a friend who 
is not a shooter but was very interested in Holland & 
Holland as she had heard me talk about H&H quite a 
lot.  Russell was called and came up from his office 
which was downstairs where all offices (I think) are.  
Russell met with us and then went to find a couple 
of items to take out to the shooting ground and while 
he was doing that he called Polly Bell-Hughes from 
the Travel Department of H&H.  I met Polly who I 
had been in contact with during the year and she 
runs the Travel Department.  H&H Travel was 
launching their new product that evening of which 
Polly showed me (I will mention this at the end of 
my article). 
Russell took me downstairs and showed me where 
the Executives offices were situated, most 
Executives were away entertaining clients as it was 
the season for grouse and pheasants.  I was also 
taken into the Brevis Room and shown the rows of  
books which held the records of every gun made at 
H&H.  There were shelves and shelves of bound 
books about 2½” to 3” thick. 
I had also made arrangements before I left Oz  to 
have coaching with Ken Davies at 11:30am.  So 
after having a squiz at all to see it was time Russell 
collected a colleague’s Holland Royal of which I 
was to use during my time with Ken at the H&H 
Shooting Grounds.  Now, I did warn this colleague 
that the gun may not fit me as his arms are much 
longer than mine!  So away we went, Russell drove 
us out to the Shooting Grounds at Ducks Hill Road, 
Northwood, Middlesex.  I had never been to the 
Grounds and boy what a wonderful establishment.  
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Parking for visitors, parking for the staff and the 
building was also something to see.  There was 
merchandise on sale there, and many people 
shooting.  Corporate days are very big at the 
Shooting Grounds.  Small groups of businesses have 
there own shoots and even big Corporations as well.  
The also have multi corporate days, which H&H 
organise falconry, archery, trail bike rides, shooting, 
and various other events.   H&H can cater for every 
need.  I must say I was in awe.  If only we had 
something like that here.  I hope it happens one day 
and I hope also that I can be a part of it as well! 
Unfortunately, I left my shooting glasses, cap and 
earmuffs behind which with the excitement of going 
to have my first trip to the shooting grounds I 
completely forgot.  They travelled with me for the 
four weeks just for this one exciting event!!  I was 
mad with myself but nevertheless Russell was very 
assuring.   
We arrived at the Shooting Grounds at about 
11:00am and entered the Lodge where we had a bit 
of a look around and a coffee before Ken arrived.  It 
was wonderful meeting Ken again, as the last time 
we met was in Melbourne 7 years ago.  Ken was just 
the same, cool, calm and very relaxed which helps 
when one gets a bit nervous.  Ken organised 
earmuffs, cap (H&H) and sticky tape to place over 
my left lens of my glasses as my left eye if dominant 
(common in most women shooters, I am told). 
Ken also found a shorter stocked gun not an H&H 
and taped a bit of rubber on top of the stock so that I 
could see what I was shooting instead of seeing the 
action!!  Once all was ready we set out towards the 
Rifle range which was a 50 metre range.  This is 
used for testing rifles and for a small number of 
shooters who use it to sight in their rifles.  Behind 
the Rifle range there is a Down-the-Line ground and 
I began my lesson with Ken there.  After a couple of 
shots at DTL which I don’t normally shoot, and of 
course missed the first target, Ken was able to 
explain to me what I was doing wrong which I have 
never before been able to actually see, it has always 
been a calculated guess!  Perhaps it was Ken’s way 
of explaining/coaching which taught me the 
specifics.  It’s a pity we don’t have someone like 
Ken in this country.  Anyway, after going around to 
shooting on some sporting layouts (several) and 
tower shots and shooting 100 targets in an hour I felt 
pleased with myself as the amount of targets hit 
were many more than missed!  However, it is one 
thing to put it together and realise what one must do 
to do well, but it is another when you get home and 
try to put it all together.  After saying good bye to 

Ken we left and went and had lunch at a local pub 
near the shooting grounds which was very nice. 
Russell then drove us back to London where he took 
us on a tour of the factory.  What an amazing place! 
I have never seen anything like it.  We started off in 
the section where the wood is chosen.  Woods that 
come from Australia, Turkey, Europe, America.  
Some stunning pieces.  I never knew that the stocks 
were made from parts of the roots of the tree.  Yes, I 
was a bit naïve of how guns were made until this 
visit but how one can learn so quickly!!  Then into 
the action making section which was fascinating 
watching every piece being put together, the 
engraving was also amazing, it is done all by hand, 
picking out the metal bit by bit.  Then on to the 
barrel making section.  There was an American 
client who had ordered a multitude of guns having a 
picture of every house he owned engraved on each 
gun he had ordered.  Some of the guns were big bore 
to small bore, unbelievable!  Then on to the stock 
making which was also interesting.   
Nearly everyone of the employees of H&H in the 
factory stopped and either showed us what they were 
doing or explained how they did the job.  All were 
very obliging and welcoming.  
The tour of the factory really explained some of the 
areas I had no knowledge of in regards to firearms 
and firearms manufacturing.  I suppose that is 
having learnt the sport of shooting in a different way 
than most.  I was never told the basics when I first 
commenced shooting 10 years ago! 
When our tour was over in the H&H factory, Russell 
kindly drove us back to Victoria Station.  I felt the 
whole day was a great treat and certainly an 
education of which I thank Russell for making his 
time available in taking me around the various H&H 
establishments, Ken for his valuable time in 
coaching me and of course Holland and Holland.  
I hope I can do it all again next time I travel to 
London as it was a very valuable and memorable 
day. 
As mentioned in this article, the H&H Travel 
Department launched a new product which was 
“Experience Latin America” they also have one 
“Experience Africa”. 
If you would like any information on these two 
travel programs H&H organise, then please don’t 
hesitate to contact me and I will be happy to help or 
explain. 
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Vale 

Edwin (Ed) Watson Chilvers 
28 June 1928 to 27 September 2002 
 
Ed started his working life travelling and selling soft 
goods throughout Victoria, which enabled him to 
develop his love of the country, especially the bush, 
and gave him the opportunity to indulge his love of 
shooting, hunting and fishing. 
Ed later formed an international export/import 
business and travelled widely for many years, 
mainly through Asia.  Such travels enabled him to 
add to his treasured gun collection. 
At every opportunity available he would head for the 
outback or up to the ‘Top End’.  He passed this love 
of the bush on to his family especially his sons 
Richard and Danny. 
Ed retired to Emerald in 1987 and spent the next 14 
years happily tending to his cattle. 
In 2001 he fully retired to the Peninsula to relay and 
enjoy life. 
He is survived by his wife, Wendy, 4 children and 
two grand children. 
Ed was one of our more senior members and in 
many ways “summed-up” what the typical 
Edwardian Vintager was expected to be: a well 
respected, well mannered, well attired, tall man, 
someone who always stood out in the crowd, clear 
authoritarian voice, with a passion for fine guns and 
good fellowship.  Ed’s beloved 2 barrelled set Boss 
was a testament to this.  If my memory serves me 
correctly, we last saw Ed at last year’s Vintage Cup, 
where he took home the prize for the Best Gun on 
the day.  Ed’s deterioration with his health prevented 
him from attending any further Club shoots, but he 
always made a point in keeping in touch with many 
of us. 
 
Our sincere condolences are extended to Wendy and 
family. 
 
 

Shooting in the good Old Day (Part Three and 

Final Chapter) by Peter McCraith 
 
Dick’s next and nearly final turnout was as follow:  
dick for some reason or other finishes up with a 
Jersey Bull in the crush yard.  Perhaps if you 

younger Vintagers don’t know what a crush yard is.  
It consists of about a 15 yard fenced square complete 
with a race where you handled just calved cows and 
heifers and sick cattle which had to be inoculated for 
perhaps milk fever and a dozen other reasons and to 
load cattle up the race into cattle trucks.  Now no-
one including a dill like me gets into a crush with a 
Jersey Bull.  Red Polls, Shorthorns maybe best 
definitely not a Jersey, its dynamite.  For some 
reasons Jersey Bulls have a mean disposition and a 
big ship on their shoulders.  I still don’t know why 
but Jersey cows and little heifers seem quiet enough.  
I wont comment any more than that statement as we 
had all Red Poll and Shorthorn cattle and didn’t have 
much to do with Jerseys.  Anyhow the Bull took an 
instant dislike to Dick (I think the feeling was 
mutual) and he charges Dick with intent on his 
demise.  As it most fortunately happened he had a 
ring through his note (not Dick the Bull).  Well now 
whether Dick had ringed said Bull he didn’t say.  
You always get the neighbour to do the dirty deed as 
like an elephant a Bull never forgets or forgives. 
Anyhow to cut a long story short the Bull had Dick 
down in the corner of the crush and there were yells, 
swearing, cusses and loud bellows from both 
adversary’s and Dick is hanging grimly on to the 
said ring.  Old Ernie who worked there heard the 
ruckus and mayhem raced into the cow-yard, 
assessed the situation in one fleeting glance, grabbed 
the little .410 shotgun kept in the shed for snakes, 
cocks same and lets fly.  Beauty, he shot the Bull 
alright but also shot Dick in the neck.  Guess what 
again Vintagers?  Back into Cohuna Hospital to get 
the .410 pellets extracted for his neck (bloody huge 
grunt from dick as he tells me the tale).  Then bursts 
out with a bellowing laugh right down from his 
considerable belly.  Bloody hell he was funny. 
The next little incident was witnessed by both 
myself and brother Leon.  We used to camp in an old 
unused crush yard about a mile from Kon Swamp, 
down Box Creek.  When the shooting of a few ducks 
was finished (the birds came down the creek from 
Hirds, McDonalds and Johnston swamps). 
We used to drive back to Kon Swamp (with our 
Curley Retriever course).  These is a beautiful open 
glade there with lots of willow trees, the irrigation 
channel on one side the Weir on the other.  It was 
terrific there early in the morning where we cooked 
our breakfast and fed Curley too (he would only 
each chocolate ice-cream, steak and Refin when we 
were lucky).  You can shove your tin pet food when 
he was retrieving ducks for us! 
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One morning we see Dick pull up in his Morris 
Oxford this time and he parks the Morris right in the 
middle of the box Creek road which had one hell of 
a camber on it and I mean a big camber.  Dick gets 
out (no wave) too intent on shooting some ducks I 
suppose.  Now up home there were few niceties such 
as putting the hand brake on or leaving the car in 
gear.  Dick unchains the gate and opens it at which 
time Morris decides to roll backwards all on its own 
through the gate (Dick still holding it open) heading 
for the creek.  Dicks eyes pop out like saucers and he 
chases the car still going backwards with no one in it 
and it just stops about two feet from the creek.  Well, 
it was just like an old Mack Sennett Comedy, if you 
have ever watched the old silent movies. 
Leon and self are rolling on the ground laughing 
(Burley too), dick comes barrelling up to us after 
retrieving the car (huge grunt) bloody car, Pete, 
nearly finished up in the bloody creed (bigger grunt).  
We were obliged to make him a cup of coffee to 
calm him down. 
Now I know you fellows want some shooting in this 
article.  OK, Dick is the proud owner of a Walter 
Betts side-by-side, of course.  It was a sidelock with 
little engraving, equipped with 30” barrels, 1/8” 
thick at the muzzles, both full chokes 3” Magnum 
chambers and weighed 8lb.  From what Dick told 
me he ordered the gun from Evans & Balfour about 
1936 or 1937.  It wasn’t the top grade as I believe 
there was a Royal Grade, one above Dick’s.  (Please 
correct me if I’m wrong, fellows)  Dick’s gun cost 
60 guineas .  He could have got a Purdey for an extra 
20 guineas.  However, this particular gun suited dick 
right down to the ground as I will explain shortly.  (I 
think the Betts grunted too!)  Now dick had burnt off 
some Cumpungi off his dam adjacent to the 
cowshed.  He is milking away this particular 
morning and he hears a lot of quacking going on 
from the dam.  He finishes up milking the dairy 
herd, washed out the cowshed, cleaned up all the 
milking lines, teat cups etc., walked over to the 
house and picks up Walter Betts and a couple of Icil 
Special 2 ¾”No. 6’s.  He sneaks up to the dam and 
peeked over.  You couldn’t see the water for black 
ducks, he told me (grunt!).  Dick stands up, gives a 
whistle and as they took flight he lets off both choke 
barrels and cut out two distinct Vs and he picked up 
28 black ducks (huge grunt), don’t know how many 
others he didn’t find flapping in the surrounding 
grass.  I quite believe this as dick was no fibber.  My 
brother Max shot 14 Teal with two barrels out of an 
old Springfield as they took flight from our salt lake 
in the north paddock.  I know there was 14 because I 
was the one who had to pluck and clean them.  

(There was always about a hundred Teal ducks on 
our salt lake year round.) 
Back to Dick, he was shooting galahs over the traps 
at Cohuna Gun Club one Saturday using Ballistite 
6’s (a bloody potent cartridge as I found out a year 
or two later when they blew up my Browning 319) 
but that’s another story.  Any way dick is powdering 
them right and left.  When all of a sudden he started 
to feather a couple and they got over the fence - this 
means a lost bird and I may point out there were 
sometimes hundreds of pounds riding on each bird.  
The competition was fierce even in those days, 
Bookmakers and all, apart from when a shooter 
backed himself.  So Dick ambles back to where he 
kept his cartridges (grumbling and grunting 6 times 
to himself) “I was on those bloody birds”. Guess 
what? Some rotten sod had removed his No. 6’s and 
replaced them with Ballistite 10’s (Sparrow shot).  
There were some devious buggers (excuse the 
French) but they were betting against Dick with the 
bookies as he looked like winning the shoot at that 
stage.  
Please excuse the French swearing fellows, but 
wouldn’t you? 
Perhaps some of you younger Vintage members 
neve having seen live pigeon shoots.  If you wish I 
will try and describe how it worked.  Unlike down 
the line trap shooting where there are 5 paths and 
one traphouse, there was only one path and it, from 
memory started back about 18 yards to 30 yards 
from the 5 traps in front of you which held the birds.  
Now remember these were very fast pigeons (like 
racing pigeons) so all were not always shot.  (Think 
about those easy straight away clays you miss down 
the line!)  Surrounding the whole outfit was a 30 
yard fence 3 feet high.  Its nearly a lifetime since I 
watched and sometimes shot “Lives”, these 
measurements could be way out so you old live 
pigeon shooters please excuse the details.  As you 
walked out to your allotted yardage you spun a 
spinning jenny marked 1 to 5.  Which ever number 
came up that would be the trap to be released.  If the 
bird cleared the 3 feet fence you were out, cold 
turkey, in my day.  I know to some of you it seems a 
cruel sport, but it started perhaps nearly 100 years 
ago so I will not dwell on the politics of it.  It just so 
happened and still does in some countries.  Ask a 
question – Is it worse than field shooting or seeing 
ducks with botulism?  Myxo is one of the most 
callous and distressing things handed out to any 
animal.  I know because I saw it when it was first 
released from the Gunbower Station up home at 
Leitchville.  I hate to upset anyone in my stories, but 
we were digging rabbits about April in about 1950, a 
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fellow waked over our paddocks with a live rabbit in 
his arms and said, let this bunny loose in the warren!  
In 5 days the paddocks stunk.  It was bloody awful, 
its that depressing I will go no further.  Sorry fellow 
shooters.  Back to more pleasant things if you can 
bear it. 
Remember in my last epistle, I bought that little 
Webley & Scott hammerless from McEwans?  Well 
I was at last the proud owner of an English side-by-
side (my first love).  I could hardly contain myself to 
show it to Dick, owner of Walter Betts.  So the first 
opportunity I got on holidays I nip over to Dicks 
place to show it off.  Dick takes one look (grunt a 
loud one too).  My Betts is bloody well thicker at the 
muzzle than that is at the breech!  Bloody great, my 
ego was pricked so I jumped into my 1959 FC 
Holden (best car I ever had, like the Webley, I wish I 
still had it) it was a beauty equipped with Bosch 
heater, full instrumentation and always tuned by 
myself a beauty of spotlight shooting.  Anyway I 
drive right out towards the Terricks Range along the 
Piccaniny Creek and am walking along and a blackie 
comes burning up the creek from right to left.  I 
swing a little bit, got the barrels just in front of his 
beak and bang – folded both wings, dead as a stone.  
So there – Dick and your Betts.  Now another little 
trick some of these shysters used to get up to at the 
shoots, was to put your safety catch on.  If the 
referee walked up to examine your gun in the event, 
it didn’t go off and found it was in fact a misfire it 
was ok.  You didn’t lose the bird.  If the safety was 
on stiff luck you lost out!  Anyway because of this 
dastardly trick, Dick had the safety catch of Walter 
Betts disconnected – in order to prevent this 
occurrence.  One day a few years later dick said he 
was going to give Donald (his son) some tuition and 
asked me next time I was doing down to the city – 
could I get it reconnected?  Well the only gunsmith I 
know at the time was the famous Vickers Heily 
(Agent for Boswells) and beautiful guns they were.  
They had Vickers Heily Melbourne inscribed on the 
rib.  So the time came when I had to go to 
Melbourne from our farm at Leitchville.  I go over to 
Dicks farm to collect Walter Betts and he said I want 
you to try it out after the safety catch is reconnected.  
(What an honour to shoot the Betts!)  So I got the 
gun over to Vickers Heily and it is ready on the 
following Friday.  On the Saturday I venture forth 
armed with Betts and drive out to Truganini 12 miles 
from the GPO.  Truganini takes off from the 
Geelong Road at the turn off to Frank Tubbs Live 
Pigeon Shooting Ground at the time.  To cut a long 
story short I walked a few paddocks and shot 7 head 
of game for 7 shots; including a hawk going flat out 

high up.  Now I’m not the best shot in the world but 
that 8lb Betts balanced and handled like a little 6¼lb 
round action Dickson.  It was superb.  No wonder 
Dick could really shoot.  I will say this once again, 
no one, but no one, can make and balance a shotgun 
like the English.  They just have that feel about them 
not other makers in the world can attain.  I know this 
is a very broad statement, but I think my Vintage 
friends will definitely agree.  Just to finish up.  Dick 
passed away at a great age talking to his cronies on a 
seat in the main street of Cohuna.  I’ll bet he was 
talking about guns and shooting!  The first duck 
opening I went to was with Dick on Box Creek.  He 
picked up No. 319 Browning Under and Over, gave 
a huge grunt and said take the bloody thing.  He 
detested under and overs.  Now as I finish up, I 
would hope dick whether he be looking down or up 
as the case may be (probably down) will say with 
and enormous grunt “I will forgive you Pete for 
shooting a trap Browning under and over because 
(grunt) she is a 3” Magnum 30” barrels 1/8th of an 
inch thick at the muzzles, both barrels super full 
choke and weighs 8lb and is a facsimile of the Betts 
in every way except the barrels are vertical and she 
balances too!”  Thanks Dick old friend.   
Well after all that, fellow Vintagers, I will close as I 
know that Judith is after my behind to patter me with 
her Perazzi.  
Best wishes to all. 
Yours again 
Peter McCraith. 
 
 

Edwardian Era 

An excerpt from an excerpt published in The 
Vintager October 2002 issue entitled ‘Jewels of the 
Edwardians’. 
There are differing opinions in literature as to the 
period that constitutes the Edwardian Era.  Some 
sources state that, strictly speaking, because it is 
named for Edward VII of England, it could only 
encompass the years that he was on the thrown, 
1902-1910.  However, although Queen Victoria 
ruled the British Empire until she died in 1901, she 
withdrew into deep mourning following the 1861 
death of her beloved husband, Prince Albert, leaving 
societal functions by default to her son.  Therefore, 
others state that Edward’s influence on society 
started in 1863, when he married the Danish princess 
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Alexandra and they began to entertain at 
Marlborough House (Menkes, 1989). 
By the 1880s, Edward and Alexandra were the 
accepted leaders of Society in England, setting 
standards of dress and etiquette for all to follow.  In 
contrast to the repressive regimentation of Edward’s 
youth, the pace of life at Marlborough House and at 
their country estate, Sandringham, was a fast and 
furious round of entertaining that included card 
parties, dinners, masquerade balls, and weekend 
hunts. 
 
 

To all Prospective Advertisers!!!! 

Remember, you can advertise your services and/or 
wares in “Hammers Back” for nominal fees ($10 for 
¼ page, $20 for ½ page and $40 for full page per 
edition) which will not only help offset the expenses 
of our Club, but help advertise your business at the 
same time. 
Members who want to advertise private firearms, 
accruments or whatever, the costs are: per item/ad.  
Just remember to include your name, licence no., 
and serial number if advertising firearms to comply 
with the laws of the land. 
So use the facilities you as members have available. 
Mark D. Brenton – Vice President. 
 
 

Gunshop Corner 

NEWS FLASH 
Due to customer demand John Rigby & Co is after a 
century of absence, producing hammer guns again. 
Available in 12, 20 and 28 gauge with various barrel 
lengths and choke configuration, the extractor only 
double guns will be stocked to the individual clients 
specification in exhibition grade English Walnut. 
All traditional Rigby options, stock pattern, gold 
inlay lettering and game scenes are available on 
request.  Prices for the scroll engraved, colour case 
or coin finished gun start at $36,000 (AUD). 
 

…………………………. 

 
The Argus 

Wednesday, May 31, 1916 
Business Man’s Death 

Coroner’s Severe Comment 
Strong comments on facts elicited by the evidence 
were made by the city coroner (Dr Coles) yesterday, 
in conducting an inquiry into the death on May 17, 
from a bullet would, of Alfred William Alcock, 45 
years of age, a well-known city gunsmith.  The case, 
he declared, was close to manslaughter. 
Evidence dealing with the circumstances of the 
accident, which occurred on May 15, was given by 
several witnesses, from which it appeared that the 
spot where the deceased met his death was a passage 
leading to the rear of the premises, 318 Little Collins 
Street, situated below the room where trial was made 
of weapons.  The floor of that room was of wood, 
with a sheet of iron steel in addition.  Since the 
accident, it has been discovered that the floor had 
been pierced many times.  A piece of soft pine about 
20 cubical, had been the target.  It had stood on a 
thin iron plate on the floor, and an examination 
subsequent to the accident had shown the block to 
have been almost completely shot away from the 
floor level to a foot above it. 
The Coroner, in adjourning the inquiring for a week, 
in order that he might have the opportunity to 
consult the authorities as to the legal aspect of the 
case, said that this was one of those regrettable 
incidents in which there was some degree of 
negligence, though with no intention of doing 
anyone harm.  Apparently no one was more 
surprised than the deceased’s partner, (Mr JA Pierce) 
and the gun expert (Mr F Inman) at what had been 
happening for some time.  When the block was first 
put there it was safe, and nobody seemed to think it 
would get in to the condition in which is was at the 
time of the accident.  The shots had been going 
through the floor for some time, and anybody using 
passage had been in danger of being shot.  The case 
was close to manslaughter.  The question now was 
whether proper precautions had been taken. 
 
 

Gun-makers Records 

Holts Auction House will be auctioning the records 
of Webley and Scott, and E.J. Churchill Gunmakers 
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on 5th December at the Duke of York’s 
Headquarters, King’s Road, London..   
The archives of Churchill include 21 cloth and 
leather bound volumes in various conditions dating 
from 1891.  Robert Churchill is probably best known 
for his development of 25” barrelled guns, the 
famous XXV family with their distinctive high, file-
cut ribs.  The development of these guns allegedly 
came after Robert had an accident with his 30” 
barrelled pigeon gun.  He accidentally plugged the 
gun’s barrels and burst them.  Without time to 
acquire a replacement gun before travelling to a 
competition in Monte Carlo, he had his barrel maker 
remove the effected portion of the barrel and them 
recess choked.  He shot so well with the gun that the 
concept of the XXV was born. 
The archives of Webley and Scott include 28 
volumes in various conditions, from just before 
World War 1, to the late 1970’s.  Details of the 
production of the famous 700 series guns are 
included.  At the time of writing this I have 
absolutely no idea as to who has bought the records, 
so watch this space! 
Those of you who have guns by these makers may 
well be in a position in the not too distant future to 
“do your own tracing”. 
 
 

Enough is Enough! 

 
As you are all aware the in this tumultuous 
environment Firearms are again under extreme threat 
of being banned.  Yes it is not only handguns but it 
will not be long before we encounter another threat 
on our beloved longarms. 
In response to the tragic Monash University shooting 
incident, a meeting was called for all firearm clubs 
and organizations.  The result was on the 26th of 
October 2002, the group who attended that meeting  
formed “The Combined Firearms Council of 
Victoria (Inc).  This is the first time that nearly all 
firearm organizations have joined together in a bid to 
unite all firearm owners under one banner, to fight 
the rights of legitimate law-abiding firearm owners. 
The objectives of the Council are: 

1. to act as the peak body for all shooting 
organizations. 

2. to promote unity and cooperation amongst 
the shooting sports. 

3. to act as the primary reference group with 
government and non-government 
organizations. 

4. to advocate on behalf of all firearm owners 
and to promote their activities. 

5. to raise funds to achieve the above 
objectives. 

As a result funds were raised and it was felt that the 
Committee of the Vintagers should also contribute 
towards the CFCV hence we agreed in donating 
$500. 
 
 
 

Vintager Cup Day Photos  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Don’t worry, I will be careful… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Hey Dad!  This is fun! 

 
 
 
 
 

 

I think I’m ready! 
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